March 2019
State of the School
By: Claire Bainer
Dear BlueSkies Friends and Families,
This month marks one year since Co- Director Liisa Hale’s retirement, so it
feels appropriate to simply check in with you all about the state of the school
at this point in time. The school is following its natural trajectory with the
incoming baby house group for the class year of 2019 almost full with just two
spots remaining open. The other groups are full; with the last in-house transitions taking place the school is now enrolled at our maximum number for
the year. The usual mid-year shifting is scheduled and underway as teachers
adjust hours and even classrooms to maintain maximum coverage and support
of the children. By June we will have Hedco at maximum capacity and we will
start the slow farewell to kindergarten children as they trickle off through the
summer months. Once the kindergarten class is off to elementary school we
will shift the three preschool classes up to their new classrooms, making room
to refill the infant program by entering a baby almost every two to three weeks
throughout the year. By next February or March we will again be full, and be
planning for the spring adjustments and summer program.
Turnover is always challenging even at the best child care programs. People
move, have babies and make changes throughout their lives. We are happy to
say we are fully staffed. We will be looking for summer hires in June to cover
staff vacations and bring extra variety and fun into the children’s lives over the
summer.
We have discovered that in spite of living in the real workforce where turnover occurs we are able to minimize the effect of staff changes by maintaining
consistent rules, routines and procedures throughout the school. It seems like
a funny thing to say in a school so focused of relationship and attachment, but
predictable external structure also helps the children feel safe and held and
less dependent on one specific person. We dream of for a whole year without
any staff changes but we know that with 40 staff members this is somewhat
unrealistic! A few in and a few out each year with the dependable long term
staff providing consistency is a more realistic expectation. We are always hoping a new teacher will sparkle forth and join our core staff but these special
folks take time to cultivate. The good news is that we are getting applicants
of high quality, and we’re successfully attracting educated and talented teachers. We have also adjusted our hiring practice and are stretching to pay more
for well-educated and highly trained staff. We have just hired an experienced
teacher who has wished to teach at BlueSkies for some time and decided to
leave a job she liked to join us. That is a nice compliment.
The small but mighty office and admin team is working together nicely, improving our communication and getting the job done. We are working through
our bookkeeper transition. With Phyllis and Liisa retiring close to the same
time we find ourselves shifting and adapting through this adjustment period.
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Director’s Report, Cont...
Phyllis is willing to continue on as a consultant on a part time contract basis. We have hired an experienced
bookkeeper, Sue Dickerson. She’s been coming in to help for the last month, and she is great! She’s picking
things up quickly, and we think she will be a great fit for the school long term.
For those of you not visiting the school on a regular basis we have been catching up on deferred maintaince
and feeling like we are making good progress. The Todds bathroom has been finished (and they are thrilled
with their bigger bathroom area and changing table area). Fences have been repaired and strengthened and
painting is scheduled, rain gutters have shields to prevent blockage and furnaces, and ducts have been professionally cleaned and an air filter system has been added to the furnaces throughout the school.
Our annual licensing visit came and went without a hitch for the upper school and we are expecting them to
return in the near future to go over Hedco. The request for renewal of the Witkin scholarship grant has been
sent in. We wrapped up a successful Fall Mailer campaign, raising over $30k for our scholarships, and efforts
are underway for a great NightSkies auction on May 11th.
The board has created a 2 ½ year plan so they can pace out their work over the next years and be ready for
my eventual retirement sometime is 2021. I have begun working with an Executive Coach and am thinking
hard about transition and the sustainability of BlueSkies and the how the future of the ECE field will influence our choices when we decide to begin our search for a new director.
All in all, I am feeling good about how the school is doing and interested in what the future may hold. As I
find myself carefully considering and prioritizing what I want to take on and what is reasonable for me to
take on knowing that my time at BlueSkies will, like all good things, eventually come to an end and wanting
to leave the school in good hands, I do my due diligence now to ensure the future.
~ Claire
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Fall Mailer Appreciation
Thank you to all our wonderful families, friends, and community members who voluneetered their time and
donated to this year’s Fall Mailer Campaign. Because of you, we are able to raise over $30,000 for need-based
scholarships for families who would otherwise be unable to attend BlueSkies.
I am so grateful for all the support that has been provided to me and my family over the past 6 years. I am so
glad that both of my children have had the opportunity to benefit from a great, loving and caring environment.
-- Anonymous

Thank you to our donors who make the
BlueSkies Scholarship Fund possible:
Albert Nahman
Aliza and Noel Gallo
Allen Nako
Alphonso Mance & Kristi Schutjer
Andretta Fowler
Ann & Ethan Hutcheson-Wilcox
Anne and Kurt Herzog
Annette Tumolo
Audrey Rosenberg
Barbara and Jack Nagle
Bart & Kathy Simmons
Bill Dahling
Brooke & Alan Abola
Carla Greenblatt
Caron Lee & John Murphy
Charles Ludvik
Chevron
Clifford and Patricia Schutjer
Clifford Ham
Dan May & Joan Warren
Dara Schur
Darren and Barbara Whitfield
Debbie Mitchell
Deborah and Louis Breznikar
Dr. Ralph Baldzikowski
Eleanor and Michael Dunn
Ellen Schwartz
Enrique and Agnes Abola
Fang Shiao
Fremont Group Foundation
Gordon Lee & Jennie Oh
Gregg Bowman
Gretchen and Thomas Griswold
Guy and Jeanine Saperstein
Hannah Raiden Wright & Barton Wright
Nancy & Richard Howard
Jane Putnam Perry
Janet Holmgren
Jean and Mike Onorato
Jean Durham
Joy Villafranca & Scott Wikstrom
Joyce Copenhagen
Judy & Bruce Rasmussen
Judy Wehner
Kathy Fitzsimmons
Kathy Gunz
Lauren and Matt Webster

Leslie & Rory MacArthur
Leslie Lilien
Lettebrhan Berhe & Tesfamariam
Ogbe-Habte
Liane Lau & Stephen Yee
Liisa & Jon Hale
Linda Gardner
Linda Larkin Brett Stineman
Margaret & Bruce Wetter
Marilyn Axup & Benn Karne
Mark Freitas & Susan Gallardo
Mary and Robert Hale
Mary Hudson
Mary Karne
Melba Yee
Nancy & Bob Rathmann
Nancy & Luis Belmonte
Natalie Bonnewit & Matthew Myers
Pamela Simmons
Patricia Kennison
Patrick Lappin
Peter and Sabrina Landreth
Peter Any
Peter Dahling & Caroline Davis
Richard Croghan Ellen Snook
Richard Henshaw
Robin & Gian Polastri
Roxanne Romell
Shu and Takako Takahashi
Susan Sykes & Kaveh Rad
Susan Webster
Suzanne and Tom Stege
Suzanne Morton
Tanya and Corey Veverka
Tatiana Vechniakova
Thea Hensel
Tom & Linda Alderson
Tom & Sandra Kizer
Victoria Zatkin
Visa
Wendy Zukas
William Morton
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Board of Directors

BlueSkies-isms

Board of Directors:

Parents often hear their children using phrases that
they suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s
“BlueSkies-ism” will include a phrase the teachers use all
the time at BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the
phrase at home too.

Brooke Abola, President
Bryan Quevedo, Treasurer
Lisa Freitas, Secretary
Claire Bainer, BlueSkies ED
Meghan Horl		
Maggie Greenblatt
Murali Naidu
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“Tell me when you are ready.
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required task; otherwise
we can wait together. If
you stop the child from
moving on you can easily
train the child to complete the previous task.
So the words are “Oh,
I see you‘d like to play
with the [whatever] now;
as soon as you are ready
to put away the puzzle
[clean up, put your bib
on, etc.] we can go do
that. Are you ready? No?
OK I’ll wait; you can tell
me when you are ready.”
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Welcome!

Jacqueline in the
Baby House, joining big brother JD
Nobi in the Wobblies
Substitute Teacher Bryona Porter

Farewell!
Mariam in the Wobblies
Substitute Teacher, Laywanne
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Parent Committee Chairs
- Parent Services Committee:
Kelly Newman
- Parent Scholarship Committee:
Lauren Webster & Macy Parker
BlueSkies Program Directors
Ameena Muhammed, Program Director
Christa Edwards, Assistant Director

Teachers out in
March
The following staff will be on
vacation this month:
• Maria S 3/6 - 3/12
• Christa 3/8 - 3/11
• LaTasha 3/14 - 3/20
• Mimi 3/22 - 3/29

Books
Birthday

This comment gives the
child time while continuing to hold her to
the agenda at hand- of
course, the dilemma for
the children is that while
we are happy to wait
until they are ready, they
are not allowed to do
anything else but get on
with the adult’s agenda!
Whatever the child
wants to do that is not
what the teacher wants
her to do can be done as
soon as she completes the

Christa Edwards 		
Rory Darrah
Aara Amidi-Nouri

Birthday books are displayed in the front office
and can be purchased for BlueSkies in honor of a
child’s birthday or any other special occasion. A
nameplate is added to the beginning of the book
and it is gifted to the BlueSkies library. Ask office
staff for more information.

NightSkies Auction & Raffle
The NightSkies Annual Auction & Raffle, is Saturday, May 11th, 2019!
NightSkies is our single most important fundraising event of the year, providing the bulk of the funding that
supports need-based scholarships and tuition assistance for families here at BlueSkies. But the event is also so
much more – it’s an opportunity to get to know other BlueSkies parents,
teachers, and staff, a chance to score some great, locally-sourced items and
services through the raffle and auction, and a rare, kid-free night out for
parents to enjoy food, adult beverages, and fun!
Last year’s auction was a rousing success, raising over $40,000 in donations
and creating a great sense of community with an unprecedented number of
BlueSkies parents attending the event or participating in some way.
“We had a great time at NightSkies getting to know other BlueSkies
parents outside of the rush of drop-off / pickup. It was great knowing our
participation was supporting BlueSkies scholarships, and an evening out
without the little one was pretty nice too.”
--Andie, Schoolroom parent
With your help we can make this year’s NightSkies even better!
The NightSkies event could not happen without the help of parent volunteers – whether you can only spare a
little time, or want to be more involved – we have a variety of ways parents can help – and it’s a great way to
fulfill parent participation hours too!
How can you help?

•

Secure sponsors: we always try to keep the event costs down so we can ensure most if not all funds raised
go to the Scholarship Fund. Sponsors help us immensly - if you know a business or individual who may be
interested let us know!

•

Secure auction items: items or services from local merchants, restaurants or service providers your
family frequents is a great place to start!

•

Donate to the auction: past donations have included dinner parties, honey, eggs and fresh produce from
home gardens, sporting event tickets, vacation rentals, tour tickets, and much more! Get creative, partner
with another family or staff member! PLUS you get parent hours!

•

Volunteer: there are many pre-auction day jobs to be filled. Check out the sign-up sheet in the front office

To learn about other ways to get involved and help a great cause supporting families at BlueSkies, join us
at an upcoming Parent Scholarship Committee meeting. The next meetings are on the website and always
include childcare and dinner.
For more information or to RSVP, please feel free to contact Julia at juliao@blueskies4children.org, or sign up
online. Dinner and childcare are both free, but we need to know if you plan to attend.
Thanks –
Lauren Webster and Macy Parker, Parent Scholarship Committee/Auction Chairs
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Snapshot in the Nursery School
Nan, Sue and Ricky have been playing in the dollhouse. Ricky is daddy, Nan is mommy and Sue is their
dog. “We need a new rule in our house” says Nan. Ricky responds “we do? Let’s see if Sue wants to help
us make a new rule. Here Sue, Sue come to mommy, here Sue”. “Woof” says Sue and crawls over to Ricky
and Nan. “Sit” says Ricky to Sue who sits and sticks her tongue out and pants a little, paws up. “Doggie”
says Nan “Daddy and I are going to make a new rule and we want you to help us. Would you like that
doggie? Daddy and I would like you to sit at the table and eat your dinner with us from now on.” “Woof
woof” says Sue “I have a new rule too!” “Dogs don’t make rules” says Ricky. “I do” says Sue. “I like it
when mommy and daddy sleep in my bed with me.” “No” says Ricky, “Daddies don’t sleep in dog beds”.
“Grrr”, growls Sue, “it is what I like and I want it to be my rule!”
Interesting example of how very bright children with wonderful language are often quick to respond
in ways that sort of ‘miss the mark’. When situations like this come up in play, teachers stay close,
knowing their role is to keep the discussion from becoming physical and allow the children to work
through their conflict. It is good for them to talk it out, defend their ideas and to consider another
person’s point of view. It is a self-created problem that the children can uncreate as easily as it was
created. Being children, they are not hung up on rules or logic or any of those more mature structures
or social requirements. This is one of the beauties of play…because it is make-believe, there really is no
right or wrong answer and the children are developing language skills, building their vocabulary and
communication skills, at the same time as they are developing social competence and emotional selfcontrol and learning about other people. The more success they have, the more confidence they build,
getting them ready to take on the more grown up world outside of BlueSkies.
As thoughtful adults we know that trying to logically negotiate through a young child’s thinking can
be ridiculous. Not only does it rarely come to a satisfying end when adults try to navigate the child’s
world, it can also have a power over feeling that is generally not constructive. Grownups can believe
that our thinking is better than the child’s idea or opinion, forgetting that adult thinking is just right
for the adult and the child’s thinking is just right for the child. Adults with their adult agenda will have
optimal success by (1) acknowledging that people have different ideas; (2) changing the subject, or, if
you are feeling harassed, (3) say “we aren’t talking about that now. Sometimes it is best to just leave it”.
Adults can unintentionally make children feel un-heard or inferior or less than capable when they don’t
remember to down shift to the capacity of the child’s mind. When the conversation is laced with fantasy,
mistaken ideas and delusion the best thing to do is to simply respond by listening with kindness. You
can hold in your heart how big and confusing our adult world must seem, how hard it is to not really
understand and how courageous children are as they try and try again. We don’t need to fix it or change
anything. It is so respectful and kind to simply let them have their own experience. When left to their
own devices, their answer will often be a surprise as these children’s was.
“I know…” said Sue with great enthusiasm “when it is bed time I’ll be your little girl. Then I can sleep
with mommy and daddy!”
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Science with Naomi
Dear Blue Skies Grown-ups,
What a wonderful time we’ve been having in Science! We celebrated the abundance of rain with three sessions exploring the ‘why of water coming from the sky’. We repeated two lessons from last year, this repetition helps young children understand the cycle of seasons, much in the same way that repeating family
traditions help them anchor themselves in time. To continue our learning about “how much” we made a
rain gauge – though I have yet to master how to keep it consistently upright with all the challenges of eager
hands, winds, etc. I’m keeping hope for next winter! And so it goes in parenting, science, life, it’s an iterative process.
An extra experiment about rain, pictured below, involved
the thrill of shaving cream. It was another way to visualize rain coming from clouds – they were especially fascinated watching the process of the food coloring diffusing in
the water.
Most recently we turned to making Flubber together. It
was such a popular experience I’ll share the recipe here.
Though I completely understand if you decide that’s a mess
you’d like to leave to me
Use a 1:1 ratio of glue (regular ol’ white glue) and warm
water. We used 4 oz. of each. You can then add anything
you want to customize it for a holiday or season. We went
with glitter and red dye for Valentine’s Day. In a separate bowl, mix 1 tsp. of borax (which is a cheap, useful, ecologically sound, powder you can use in laundry, as soap, etc.). Add the borax solution to the glass
bowl. Then the fun part, little hands knead it until it becomes the unique texture that is Flubber.
I bring in projects like Flubber and Oobleck (yes, that was a spoiler about what’s next), not because I want
them to master the concept of Non-Newtonian fluids, but because it gives us an excellent opportunity to
have an unusual, authentic experience from which to build new vocabulary and ideas.
This is one of the best ways you can prepare your preschool child to succeed in STEM, as you go through the
course of your day together, narrate the experience. Use several words to describe a texture you are feeling,
a sight you see, etc. A fun game while in line at the supermarket – ask them to describe something in the
cart and you guess what they mean. Be sure
to switch, so that the items they lacked the
words for, you can provide – along with the
thrill of correctly guessing.
I’ve donated a nature hike experience for the
Blue Skies auction, I can’t wait to see which
6 families I’ll be lucky enough to hike with!
~Naomi
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